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following two years of recovery 
and growth, 2012 has proven to 
be a tough year for the elec-

tronics industry. this is a reflection of 
the global economy, with difficulties 
and uncertainties evident in many 
regions. the US is seeing slower 
economic growth than predicted, the 
governments in Europe are wrest-
ling with the euro crisis, and there 
is a pronounced slowdown in the 
Chinese economy.

Consequently, the SMt market is expected to report disap-
pointing figures for 2012 with a substantial contraction of the 
global market. the eurozone has been hit hard and is likely to be 
down by as much as 30% on 2011.

Set in this context, MYdAtA continues to perform at a 
very high level. for the fourth straight year, we have increased 
our market share. the basis for this is our strong portfolio of 
products and services that are perfectly suited to the continuing 
trend towards manufacturing agility. 

the success of the MY100e series of placement machines – 
particularly the higher end machines – is further evidence of this. 
it confirms that mid-volume producers are looking to combine 
speed with flexibility and greater overall efficiency, allowing 
them to work in a high-mix environment with high productivity. 

Jet printing is also going from strength to strength. More 
advanced PCB designs and greater product complexity mean 
electronics manufacturers are looking for alternatives to screen 
printing. Supplementary solutions are needed, which is driving 
the demand for jet printing. With the MY500 offering up to five 
times the speed of dispensers, more and more companies are 
looking at jet printing for high-volume production environments. 
things are changing fast, and there are some exciting opportuni-
ties ahead for the MY500.     

As complexity increases, it is heartening to see that our sup-
port services are doing a good job helping customers maintain 
and improve efficiency levels within their machine parks. this not 
only relates to equipment, but also to knowledge and training 
programs. At the same time, software innovations such as the 
new MYCenter suite are giving customers even greater control 
over production data.

Long term, the outlook for the electronics industry remains 
positive. the big question now is what does 2013 have in store? 
Will the US election and governmental changes in China boost 
economic growth? or will markets continue their slow path 
to recovery? Whatever happens, we will remain focused on 
ensuring our customers have the edge they need to succeed in a 
competitive marketplace.
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MYdAtA will be represented 

at the following trade fairs:

January 2013

INTERNEPCON JAPAN

dates: Jan 16 - Jan 18, 2013

Location: tokyo, Japan

ETFN

dates: Jan 30 - Jan 31, 2013

Location: Hamburg, germany

February 2013

IPC APEX EXPO

dates: feb 19 - feb 21, 2013

Location: San diego, USA

SOuThERN MANuFACTuRINg  

dates: feb 13 - feb 14, 2013

Location: Hampshire, UK

March 2013

INATRONICS

dates: March 26 - March 29, 2013

Location: Jakarta, indonesia

April 2013

EXPOELECTRONICA

dates: April 10 - April 12, 2013

Location: Moscow, russia

SMT 

dates: April 16 - April 18, 2013

Location: Nuremberg, germany

NEPCON ChINA  

dates: April 23 - April 25, 2013

Location: Shanghai, China

June 2013

PhILIPPINES SEMICONduCTOR &  

ELECTRONICS CONvENTION & EXhIbITION

dates: June 5 - June 7, 2013

Location: Manila, Philippines

NEPCON ThAILANd /  

MANuFACTuRINg EXPO

dates: June 20 - June 23, 2013

Location: Bangkok, thailand
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in addition to English, german, Japanese and Chinese, the MYdAtA website 

is now also available in french and russian. this means we can now provide 

a website filled with inspirational and useful content to a wider audience. At 

www.mydata.com you’ll find information on our latest developments in SMt  

production solutions including the MY100e series pick-and-place machines, 

award winning Agilis feeder system, MY500 jet printing technology, intelligent 

storage solutions, and state-of-the-art software solutions.

MYdAtA.CoM  
MEEtS A WidEr 
AUdiENCE
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tEMA SpA is an italian electronics manufacturer that understands 

efficiency. operating in a high-mix, short run environment, its two 

MYdAtA Synergy lines run at over 80% utilization. What’s even more 

impressive is the fact that this is achieved with just tWo people on 

the production floor. 

tEMA’S tEAM 
HAS A fLAir for 
EffiCiENCY

tEXt: JEM BAKEr  PHoto: tEMA SPA, MAttoN iMAgES, SHUttEr StoCK

>>
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>>

tEMA´s SMt lines are equipped with  

MY9 and MY100SX machines.

Creativity. Style. Passion. These are the 
sort of words that spring to mind 
when one thinks of Italy. Not sur- 

prising really, considering the country’s 
cultural history includes the start of the 
Renaissance, the Baroque movement, the 
birth of opera, a rich and diverse regional 
cuisine, and some of the best known fashion 
houses in the world. 

Efficiency, on the other hand, is not one 
of the first words that usually spring to mind 
– unless you’re in a conversation about the 
sharp lines on a Gucci suit, or the aerody-
namics on a Ferrari F12berlinetta. However, 
just 20 km or so from Ferrari’s headquarters 
in central-northern Italy is an electronics 
manufacturer that has made efficiency a 
central theme. 

TEMA’s SMT equipment utilization is 
an impressive 80-90%. This is made up of 
two MYDATA synergy lines operating in a 
high-mix, short to medium production run 
environment. Even more impressive is the fact 
that this is achieved with just two production 

personnel – one line operator and one person 
preparing new jobs. How is it done? With a 
combination of smart equipment, connectiv-
ity, efficient processes, and a touch of Italian 
flair.  

AUtoMAtiNg SUCCESS

TEMA is primarily focused on the automa-
tion market. The company sprang into life 
some 30 years ago; since when it has grown 
to include three factories and around 60 
employees. As well as operator panels, TEMA 
produces a range of custom electronic and 
electromechanical systems dedicated to auto-
motive, hydraulic and industrial automation.

TEMA’s Sales Director, Giancarlo 
Scacchetti, sums up the company’s offering. 
“Mostly, we carry out custom productions. 
We offer everything that today’s market  
demands – from R&D, design and develop-
ment to manufacturing, assembly and after-
sales care.”

But, times are getting tougher. The global 
economic downturn in recent years has been 

compounded by the current eurozone crisis. 
The Italian market is no longer an easy place 
to make a living. 

“Like the rest of the world, we are feel-
ing the effects of the slow economy,” says 
Giancarlo Scacchetti. “But we are still per-
forming well and continuing to invest. I think 
a key reason for this is that we provide more 
than just a service. We are partners to our cus-
tomers and we work very closely with them to 
design and develop new products,” he says. 

Another factor behind TEMA’s success is  
efficiency. Efficiency is a key element in all 
parts of the company, allowing it to meet 
delivery and quality demands in a cost-effective 
manner. It is particularly evident within com-
ponent assembly, which is located at the com-
pany’s headquarters in Castelnuovo Rangone, 
just outside the Renaissance city of Modena.

 
WHAt doES EffiCiENCY LooK LiKE?

TEMA’s SMT set-up is based on two 
MYDATA synergy lines. Two MY9 placement 
machines stand opposite two MY100SX-14 

machines, which were purchased in 2011 to 
meet increasing capacity needs. 

The production lines also include opti-
cal inspection stations and in-line reflow 
ovens. Supporting the production is a large 
KARDEX paternoster storage solution hold-
ing some 2,500 to 3,000 component types. 
The storage system uses unique dynamic posi-
tioning to optimize space and reduce retrieval 
times. It also includes humidity control for 
moisture sensitive devices. 

Giancarlo Scacchetti explains that produc-
tion, like all areas of TEMA’s operations, is 
based on three underlying principles. “We 
focus on competency, flexibility and profes-
sionalism. This allows us to respond to the 
market, which is continually demanding more 
and more.”  

TEMA’s manufacturing uses a wide mix of 
components and packages, as well as a diverse 
range of board layouts. Production runs are 
generally short, averaging between 20 and 
500 boards, with test and prototype boards 
produced in between larger runs. 

“We produce around 1,700 boards a day,” 
continues Giancarlo Scacchetti. “Component 
sizes range from 0402s to 56x56mm QFPs, 
and even some 80mm connectors. It is quite 
a complicated schedule. We average about 
five changeovers per day, switching between a 
variety of technologies and board layouts.”

It is a high-mix, highly productiv-
ity operation that regularly achieves 

equipment utilization of 80-90%. 
And running all of this is a team of just 

two production personnel! One who operates 
the two synergy lines and one who handles 
material logistics and pre-kitting. How is it 
possible? Either the operators are superhu-
man, or they are being supported by some 
additional smart solutions working in the 
background.  
  
HoW iS EffiCiENCY ACHiEVEd? 

As with all great ideas, TEMA’s solution 
is based on some simple concepts: having 
the right items in stock; easy component 
retrieval; fast and simple job preparation; 
optimized production scheduling; automated 
production; monitoring component usage; 

and minimizing production interruptions.  
There is also a key ingredient that makes 

this approach so successful. Connectivity. 
Planning, material handling, job prepara-
tion and production are all interconnected. 
Shared data means decisions are always based 
on correct and up to date information. It also 
minimizes human error and supports ‘right 
first time’ quality.

Software solutions are naturally an impor-
tant enabler for this. TEMA uses MYCenter 
for easy data preparation and MYPlan for 
optimizing job sequencing, line balanc-
ing, feeder optimization, and easy kitting 
preparation.

But it is in materials handling where 
connectivity adds the greatest value. By >>

tEMA´s headquarters is located outside  

the renaissance city of Modena.
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The MY100e – A new breAkThrough in Agile speed.
today’s SMt environment is changing – fast. increasing volumes. disrupted production schedules. 
More changeovers. to adapt, you need to be more responsive. Not just with higher speeds, but  
with intelligent material handling and information management. Now, with 
the new MY100e series, MYdAtA is proud to release a total SMt solution that 
makes your production line more agile than ever. it’s where high-mix thinking 
meets high-speed production, to meet the challenges of tomorrow.

 Be   faster
 smarter 
 more 
 agile  

connecting MYLabel (MYDATA’s materials 
management and handling solution) with 
the storage and the ERP systems, TEMA has 
complete control over component quantity, 
location, and reordering. MYLabel’s bar code 
functionality also enables easy component 
handling, component checking, and fast 
feeder loading. 

In addition, TEMA runs the Proactive 
Replenishment Monitoring option. This 
means the operator can see when components 
are running low and can replenish them 
without the line stopping. 

MYDATA hardware, of course, is 
designed to support a continuous produc-
tion approach.  Auto-width conveyors and 
automated loading and unloading make life 
easier for the operator. At the same time, the 
flexible feeder concept allows component 
replenishment and replacement to be carried 
out on-the-fly. 

MYDATA solutions are instrumental to 
TEMA’s success believes Giancarlo Scacchetti. 
“We chose MYDATA as it matches our pro-
duction needs. It gives us a great advantage in 
terms of fast set-ups and changeovers. It has 
also helped to overcome some specific issues 

like pin-in-paste.”
“Our goal is to keep production distur-

bances to a minimum. Always having the 
right items in stock is one aspect of this. The 
other is having the right technology. We will 
continue to invest in both of these areas,” 
adds Giancarlo Scacchetti.

By combining smart MYDATA solutions, 
connected information and streamlined 
processes, TEMA has created an ‘intelligent’ 
factory where every second is important. 
And, as the saying goes, if you take care of 
the seconds, the minutes will take care of 
themselves. 

iN fULL fLoW

Watching the operators going smoothly about 
their tasks with the production line in full 
flow, you could be forgiven for not knowing 
where the factory was located. But TEMA is 
Italian to its core. It has creativity. It has style. 
It has passion. It has just channeled these 
qualities into developing a highly streamlined 
operation.

For a company specializing in industrial 
automation, it is perhaps not surprising that 
TEMA has such a flair for efficiency. In a 

tough marketplace that may well get tougher, 
combining this flair with the right equipment 
and a connected approach seems like a very 
sound strategy indeed. 

>>

the MYdAtA software is integrated with 

tEMA´s storage and ErP system.
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PEoPLE PoWEr 
WHY trAiNiNg iS  
ALWAYS A good  
iNVEStMENt

tEXt: JEM BAKEr  PHoto: MAgNUS ELgQViSt

in the face of a changing industry, your people are your 

key to continued success. giving them the knowledge 

and skills they need is the best way to unleash their 

creativity and deliver some real business benefits for 

your company. >>

the difference nearly always comes down to how well  

equipped your employees are to carry out their tasks.

>>
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there is simply no getting away from 
progress, or her twin sister change. The 
digital revolution, fueled by consumer 

demand, has meant that progress in the 
electronics industry has been relentless in 
recent years. Your business needs to continu-
ally learn, adapt, and improve. Accepting this 
need for change is the only way to keep pace.
One thing, however, will always remain the 
same. Your most valuable asset will always be 
your people. It is their knowledge, skills and 
creativity that drive your success and can give 
you an edge over the competition. 

The flip side of course is that a lack of 
skills, or errors in judgment, can end up 
costing your business time and money. The 

difference nearly always comes down to how 
well equipped your employees are to carry 
out their tasks.  

As ever more customers are finding out, 
taking advantage of MYDATA training not 
only gives your employees the skills and 
knowledge they need, it can also help you 
keep up to date with industry developments, 
and deliver some real business benefits. 

CoMPLEtE trAiNiNg

MYDATA’s training programs are designed to 
help you get the most out of your SMT solu-
tion. While MYDATA training programs are 
coordinated globally, the courses themselves 
are organized and carried out by local  

MYDATA offices, so they can be adapted to 
local languages and market conditions. But no 
matter where you are, you will find the same 
high standards on offer.

Professionally packaged training programs 
are led by experienced instructors and cover 
three main areas: Operator training, familiar-
izing new users with equipment, selecting and 
running production programs, and efficient 
feeder loading, etc.; Standard programming, 
giving users the knowledge and skills needed 
to create layouts and program packages, PCBs 
and panels, and; Advanced programming, 
taking a more indepth view of programming, 
handling of advanced packages, new technolo-
gies, and optimizing SMT production. 

Maintenance courses are also available 
providing technical knowledge about machines 
along with troubleshooting and calibration 
of equipment. Training is also available for 
all programs in the MYDATA software suite, 
including the all new MYCenter 2.1.

Open courses are held at MYDATA training 
facilities. Class sizes are kept small, usually 4-6 
people, in order to ensure everyone gets plenty 
of hands-on time and individual attention. 
Care is also taken to ensure that all participants 
are at the same level of understanding.  

Of course, training can also be custom-
ized to your needs. For example, some courses 
can be held on-site at your factory, focus on a 
particular user group or area of programming, 
or be tailored to your specific software suite. 

CoNfidENCE froM dAY oNE

So, how exactly do customers benefit from 
MYDATA training? 

Providing some insight are Steven Sin 
(Asia-Pacific), John McMahon (North 
& South America), and Peter Wiltschko 
(Germany & Austria) – three experienced 
MYDATA managers who have been respon-
sible for training in their respective regions 
for many years. 

“The main benefit that we see for at-
tendees is that training gives them 100% con-
fidence when working with the equipment 

– even those who have little or no previous 
SMT experience,” says Steven Sin. 

This is something that John McMahon 
agrees with. “Courses are very much hands-
on. So, participants gain a clear understand-
ing of how things work, what steps need to be 
carried out, and the most efficient way to go 
about things,” he says.

There is always a temptation for compa-
nies to let their more experienced MYDATA 
users carry out internal training. However, all 
three managers share reservations about this 
approach. 

“When information gets passed on in this 
way, there is always a risk that the methods 
taught are incorrect or out of date,” explains 
Steven Sin. “In some cases, it may just be a 
less efficient way of working, but in other 
cases, it may even affect final quality.” 

Peter Wiltschko adds that internal training 
can also disrupt production. “It uses up pre-
cious time, either slowing down or requiring 
a break in normal production. It also uses 
up the senior operator’s time – both for the 
actual training and for the inevitable requests 
for help afterwards.”

Participants can learn a great deal from each other by sharing experiences about how they work  

and how they handle different packages and production scenarios.

>>

Class sizes are kept small, usually 4-6 people, in order to ensure everyone  

gets plenty of hands-on time and individual attention.

training programs offer an excellent opportunity to learn about new technologies 

and advanced techniques for handling difficult packages and complex layouts.

>>
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SHArE, LEArN & groW 

Continuing, Peter Wiltschko points out that 
training should not be limited to new users. 
“There is always something new coming 
along, whether it is new machine software or 
new packages and technologies. It is impor-
tant to remember that even experienced users 
need to update their knowledge every year or 
two.”

On the more advanced MYDATA courses, 
participants are encouraged to bring with 
them products they are having trouble with. 
John McMahon explains that this helps 
courses to combine theoretical applications 
with hands-on practical training based on 
real-world production issues. 

“It is a case of giving participants the 
skills to overcome production challenges,” 
says John McMahon. “Training programs 
offer an excellent opportunity to learn about 
new technologies and advanced techniques 
for handling difficult packages and complex 
layouts. It can open up new possibilities for 
companies to expand their offerings.”   

Peter Wiltschko adds that having a mix 
of people from different companies also 
helps to broaden the learning opportunity. 
“Participants can learn a great deal from each 
other by sharing experiences about how they 

work and how they handle different packages 
and production scenarios,” he says. 

MorE BoArdS - LESS SUPPort

Another positive impact of training is that 
it reduces the need for support. All three 
managers have seen that the number of 
calls requesting technical support dropsoff 
significantly after training. Conversely, those 
companies who have not taken advantage of 
training opportunities continue to spend time 
calling and relying on customer support.

However, as Steven Sin explains, it is not 
only a question of the number of calls. “Issues 
tend to get resolved much quicker when 
someone has had training. The user is able 
to identify what the problem is more quickly 
and can often resolve the issue on their own. 
Also, if they do need to call support, the calls 
are handled much more efficiently, since they 
are more familiar with all the various func-
tions and features. It can be a big advantage 
in terms of minimizing downtime.”

iNVEStiNg iN SUCCESS

Few would disagree that training is beneficial. 
However, in most cases, the need for training 
is evaluated solely against the cost of the 
training. All too often, the most important 

question is ignored; what is the cost of not 
training? 

Both John McMahon and Peter Wiltschko 
offer examples to illustrate this point. 
“One of our US customers was hampered by 
long changeover times,” says John McMahon. 
“After visits from the MYDATA team, it 
became apparent that the company was not 
making proper use of the tools and technolo-
gies at its disposal, especially MYLabel. We 
recommended TPSys and MYLabel training, 
and based on what they learnt, the company 
changed its routines. The result – changeover 
times went from three hours down to around 
10 minutes!”

Peter Wiltschko recalls a similar case in 
Germany where the MYDATA team helped 
one of its customers. In this case, it concerned 
incorrect programming of packages using the 
single mounthead instead of the HYDRA 
mounthead. “After training, the company ad-
justed its programming and achieved a 30% 
increase in throughput!” he states.  

Maybe it is too much to expect every 
training initiative to deliver this kind of 
impact. But, whatever the result, you can be 
sure that investing in your people will always 
pay for itself in the end.

www.mydata.com

rAise The iQ of Your fAcTorY. 
if you’re like many SMt producers, it’s hard to avoid bottlenecks due to component shortages,  
unpredictable production schedules and information handling gaps. dealing with high part  
number counts, wide varieties of boards and unpredictable demands is tricky. 
the answer? You need a software suite that integrates all applications across 
the entire SMt assembly process. With the MYdAtA solution, you get software 
tools that are all designed to increase utilization rates. Want to improve your 
productivity? give us a call.

 Be   faster
 smarter 
 more 
 agile  

the main benefit that we see for attendees is  

that training gives them 100% confidence  

when working with the equipment.

>>
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MYCENtEr
– for PErfECt iNforMAtioN CoNtroL

MYCenter 2.1 is our next-generation software solution 

for efficient handling of production information. A 

new user-friendly graphical approach and a powerful, 

modular platform help you to simplify machine 

programming, data import and material handling. 

You gain greater control, eliminate errors and ensure 

a smoother production flow.

tEXt: JEM BAKEr  PHoto: MAgNUS ELgQViSt

Advances in automated production tech-
nology mean operators and engineers 
are spending less time on physical 

production and more time on information 
handling. However, managing information in a 
modern electronics manufacturing environment 
is no easy task. There are literally thousands 
of part numbers to keep track of, constant 
engineering changes, daily component deliver-
ies, and regular revisions to documents and 
machine programs. When a minor component 
labeling error can lead to reworking an entire 
series, minimizing the potential for human er-
ror has to be a priority. 

iNfo CENtrAL 

Establishing strict procedures is a good place 
to start. But at the heart of any information 
management system, there needs to be a power-
ful and reliable software solution. MYCenter 
fills this role perfectly by combining impressive 
functionality with a user-friendly, modular 
approach. 

MYCenter makes it easy to maintain ma-
chine libraries and production data. At the same 
time, it minimizes the possibility for machine 

programming errors, ensuring smoother, more 
efficient production. It also helps to speed 
up new product introductions and enables 
extremely efficient handling of material. 

MYCenter software includes three main 
modules covering Machine Programming, Data 
Import, and Material Handling. In addition 
to this, it also provides a powerful platform for 
integration with other factory systems, such as 
ERP systems.

iMProVEd USEr EXPEriENCE

Even though each module is tailored to sup-
port a specific task, they are all based on a 
single, uniform platform. They all share the 
same data and the same graphical look-and-
feel, so it easy to navigate between modules. 

By visualizing information, MYCenter 
makes data easier to interpret and reduces the 
risk of errors. No effort has been spared when 
it comes to graphical aids and user-friendly 
guidance. For example, the same graphi-
cal representation of a component is used 
throughout the software, from registering new 
materials, to defining the PCB and loading 
the feeders. 

Thanks to its multitasking capabilities 
and centralized data storage, there are no 
limitations when it comes to how many work 
stations can be installed and used simultane-
ously. Regardless of whether you have a stand-
alone prototype machine or several multi-
machine assembly lines, your MYCenter 
environment can be configured to support the 
way you work. 

MACHiNE ProgrAMMiNg 

MYCenter’s machine programming module 
makes it easy to update and maintain machine 
libraries. All items are displayed as graphical 
representations of the physical object, and any 
changes to library information are visible im-
mediately.

The extensive graphical capabilities reduce 
the potential for error and help ensure a smooth 
production flow. For example, nozzles are 
displayed on top of each package to ensure the 
correct size is selected; tape pitch and width are 
shown every time you define a component or 
load a feeder; and landing pads can be displayed 
as a background when defining a PCB, to 
ensure correct orientation of each placement.
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the PCB editor can be combined with a  

gerber background, for easy verification 

of orientation and package shape.  

All feeder types, including tape, stick 

and tray, are represented graphically, 

leaving no room for error. 

At the same time, a live database connection 
with the TPSys server means multiple users 
can work in parallel knowing that they are 
always working with the latest up-to-date 
library definitions. 

dAtA iMPort 

One of the most difficult and error-prone tasks 
in electronics manufacturing is the process 
of converting a customer’s bill-of-materials 
(BoM) and CAD data into a ready-to-run 
machine program. That is why the MYCenter 
import module has been developed in close 
collaboration with highly experienced users 
who face these challenges every day. 

MYCenter supports you with highly 
intuitive workflows, whether you are working 
with extensive Gerber and BoM data, or you 
only have minimum input, such as a simple 
x/y text file. In simple text converter mode, 
you only need to identify which columns 
contain which data. If more complex files 

WHAt YoU SEE iS WHAt YoU gEt 

As well as ERP connectivity, there are a num-
ber of other efficiency-boosting options that 
can be added to your MYCenter suite. For 
example, a PRM (Proactive Replenishment 
Monitor) screen can be added above each line 
for just-in-time information on material con-
sumption, or even automatic replenishment 
in combination with an SMD Tower. The 
possibilities are many, which is good news for 
anyone tasked with meeting the demands of 
modern electronics production. 

By graphically visualizing production 
information, engineers and operators gain 
a far greater sense of control. MYCenter 
is a true “what you see is what you get” 
experience. And what you get is a power-
ful, user-friendly tool for eliminating errors 
and improving production efficiency. 

require conversion, you can switch to expert 
mode. This provides you with an extremely 
powerful toolbox allowing you to extract 
position, angle and part number, etc., from 
virtually any text format. You can also search 
for keywords within the file, as well as use 
individual offsets for each keyword to extract 
the required data deep inside a complex data 
structure.

The Gerber importer not only displays 
the Gerber layers, helping you verify package 
orientation and shape, but can also be used to 
actually generate the x and y coordinates of 
each component.

MAtEriAL HANdLiNg

MYCenter’s material handling module has the 
potential to provide a massive boost to your 
efficiency. At its heart is an extensive database 
that keeps track of every individual reel, stick 
and tray you own, with the help of a barcode 
label and a unique ID. 

The database contains vital information 
about each reel, but more importantly, it is 
continuously updated as the reel is used in 
different parts of the factory. Any change in 
location, quantity or feeding parameters is im-
mediately updated in the database. It can even 
keep track of moisture-sensitive devices, letting 
you know their remaining ‘floor-life’.
Loading a feeder becomes simply a matter of 
scanning two barcodes – one on the reel and 
one on the feeder. All information, including 
remaining quantity, step length, orientation 
and batch code, etc., is automatically trans-
ferred to the assembly machine. 

By tracking individual reels instead of total 
quantity per part number, stock accuracy also 
increases dramatically. And, if you choose to 
run MYCenter in ERP mode, it becomes an 
integrated part of your ERP system’s materials 
database, immediately reporting any compo-
nent consumption and providing unparalleled 
stock accuracy and purchase order precision.

MYCenter’s kitting tool gives the operator 

visual feedback and guidance on feeder  

placements and component orientation.  
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The MY500 jeT prinTer The ulTiMATe in sMT AgiliTY. 
Every day, conventional screen printing meets its limits. Whether it’s the latest miniaturized packages 
or the high component density of complex board designs. With the MY500 jet printer, these days 
are over. thanks to a combination of intelligent software and revolutionary 
jet-printing technology, you can accelerate your production with on-the-spot 
revisions, 3d mounting and perfect quality solder joints. So say goodbye to 
stencils, and make the leap with MY500.

 Be   faster
 smarter 
 more 
 agile  

tEXt: SiMoN SANdgrEN  MAttiAS JoNSSoN  VEroNiCA WÄNMAN   PHoto: MAgNUS ELgQViSt 

ProdUCt NEWS

AgiLiS fLEX BiN 13”
 

An important part of the Agilis 

concept is the removable bins that 

allow reels and feeders to be 

pre-loaded and stored in advance, 

thereby minimizing changeover 

time. A new version of the Agilis 

flex Bin 13” for Agilis LM flex and 

1216 magazines and reel sizes up to 13” has been released. the new 

bin offers an adjustable reel support that is easily set in either of two 

positions, optimizing tape feeding depending on the magazine being 

used.

HUMiditY LoggiNg 24/7 iN 
SMd toWEr 

the automated, MSd-compliant 

storage SMd tower can now be 

equipped with a 24/7 humidity 

logger option. the logger works 

independently of the tower’s 

control PC, meaning that humidity 

levels are tracked and stored 

around the clock, even when the control PC is shut down, for 

example, during maintenance and upgrades. A memory with 2000 

data-points inside the logger ensures that there are no gaps in the 

humidity history. the option is available for both the standard model 

200, and model 513, which is optimized for storing large reels.

MYCENtEr 2.1

With the release of MYCenter 

2.1, yet another step has been 

taken towards an even more 

user-friendly and integrated 

software suite for the SMt 

production floor. All 

functionality previously 

provided by MYLabel 5 has been incorporated into the powerful 

MYCenter platform. At the same time, a number of valuable 

enhancements and new features have been added, such as 

improved kitting guidance with easy-to-understand graphical 

aids, and feeder loading based on current kitting - add only 

missing components, and be up and running in no time!  

MYCenter 2.1 is available in English, german, french, Swedish, 

Chinese, Japanese and russian.

iMProVEd HANdLiNg of tHiN 
BoArdS iN MY500 

the MY500’s latest software 

provides optimized handling of 

both thin and flexible boards. 

this intelligent software can now 

clamp fragile boards gently and 

stretch thin or flexible boards. 

Simply select careful or stretch 

clamping in MYCam and the board will be loaded gently or stretched 

after loading. the new function is available in JPSys 1.8.7. and can be 

installed on all MY500s.
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SHoW NEWS

PortABLE iNNoVAtE 2012

Portable innovate was held on July 25th in Shenzhen Convention & 

Exhibition Center, as the Mobile design innovate forum, China Mobile 

Manufacture forum and Mobile development technology forum 

opened in the center. the 2-day exhibition attracted 9,000 visitors. 

this was MYdAtA’s first attendance as an exhibitor. in its 36m2 booth, 

a MY500 jet printer was displayed. “the changes in portable products 

are creating big challenges to assembly manufacturers,” giant Yan, 

sales manager of MYdAtA China said. “However, touchless jet printing 

technology provides a new solution for manufacturers. We are happy 

to see many visitors showing great interest in the technology. We are 

confident that we will have more business opportunities in this field.” 

NEPCoN CHiNA 2012

Nepcon China 2012 started on April 25th in its new venue -  

the Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center.

MYdAtA exhibited brand new Agilis flex feeders, which are available 

for tape reels from 8mm to 152mm in width, with pocket depths that 

accommodate even the thickest and tallest components. the tape 

loading competition attracted a lot of visitors, who were keen to 

attend the competition. the easy-to-use Agilis feeders helped visitors 

to load tape at high speed, with most able to finish loading in 20 

seconds, some even in 7 seconds! Visitors were excited by the speed 

and efficiency provided by such small, robust feeders.

in its 120m2 booth, MYdAtA exhibited a lean SMt manufacturing line, 

comprising a MY500 jet printer, a MY100-dXe pick & place machine 

and an SMd tower. demos were continuously run in this line, showing 

how to make SMt manufacturing faster, smarter and more agile. 

during the 3-day exhibition, over 1000 visitors came to the MYdAtA 

booth. “Nepcon China is an important event in the SMt industry in 

China,” Patrik Eriksson, Managing director of MYdAtA China said. “it 

was a great opportunity to meet new customers and communicate 

MYdAtA’s lean concept.” 

tEXt ANd PHoto: SUSiE zHANg 

With more than 4000 visitors, the Carrefour de l’Electronique is still the 

main french exhibition.

the Carrefour de l’Electronique trade show is an excellent event where 

we have the opportunity to introduce our solution to our customers  

and prospects. this year, in the booth we had one MY100dXe14 – 

40,000 components per hour, one MY500 Jet Printer, one SMd tower 

and of course our new Agilis flex feeders. 

We confirmed once again that we have the best, most flexible solution 

for our market segment. We are seeing more and more Synergy lines 

with two MY100dXes processing 80,000 components per hour being 

installed in the mid-section of the market, and there are already more 

than 20 MY500 units in production on-site at customers.

“it’s great to know that, apart from being happy to sell our machines, 

we are able to provide the customer with a global solution that allows 

them to increase their productivity greatly and thus their profitability in 

their highly competitive markets.” this trade fair confirmed the positive 

market trends for 2012 and 2013.

CArrEfoUr  
dE L’ELECtroNiQUE 2012 

tEXt ANd PHoto: CYriLLE BidEt 

oCtoBEr 23 - 25, 2012

JULY 25 - 26, 2012

APriL 25 - 27, 2012 tEXt ANd PHoto: SUSiE zHANg 



A new breAkThrough in Agile speed.  
today’s SMt environment is changing - fast. increasing volumes. disrupted production schedules. 
More changeovers. to adapt, manufacturers need to be more responsive. Not just with higher 
speeds, but with intelligent material handling and information management. Now, with the new 
MY100e series, MYdAtA is proud to release a total SMt solution that makes your production line 
more agile than ever. it’s where high-mix thinking meets high-speed production, to meet the 
challenges of tomorrow.

www.mydata.com


